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1. From the Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada:
   a) “Administration of Sir James Craig”, Vol II, 1909
   b) “Harrison & Proctor: The River Raisin”, Vol IV, 1911
   c) “Study of Disaffection in Upper Canada in 1812-1815”, Vol VI, 1912 (3 copies)
   d) “From Isle Aux Noix to Chateauguay. A study of military operations on the Frontier of Lower Canada in 1812 and 1813”, Vol VIII, 1914
   e) “Contest for the command of Lake Ontario in 1812 and 1813”, Vol X, 1916
   f) “Negotiation of the Agreement for disarmament on the Lakes”, 1936

2. Reprints from the Ontario Historical Society’s “Papers and Records”:
   a) “Public life and services of Robert Nichol”, Vol. 19
   b) “Some letters of Robert Nichol”, Vol XX
   c) “County of Norfolk in the War of 1812”, Vol XX, 1922
      “Military settlements 1815-1820, Vol XX
   d) “Journey from Montreal to Kingston in 1791”, Vol XXI
      “Address unveiling a tablet on the Whig building at Kingston, Ont. To commemorate the first meeting of the Executive Council of Upper Canada, 1792”, Vol XXI, 1923
      “Contest for command of Lake Ontario in 1814”, Vol XXI
   e) “Twice-told tale, the insurrection in the short hills in 1838” Vol XXIII, 1926
      “News of Niagara a century ago” Vol XXIII, 1926
   f) “Charles Lennox”, Fourth Duke of Richmond, Vol XXIV, 1927
      “Chesapeake Crisis as it Effected Upper Canada”, 1927
   g) “Petitions for grants of land 1792-6, Vol. XXIV, 1927
      “Early history of the London District”, Vol. XXIV, 1927
      “An address at the unveiling of the Port Talbot Memorial”, Vol XXIV
h) Vol XXV:
   “An experiment in colonization in Upper Canada”
   “Simcoe’s mission to Saint Domingo”
   “A country merchant in Upper Canada, 1800-1812”
   “John Beverly Robinson and the trials for treason in 1814”

i) “Additional correspondence of Robert Nicol”, Vol XXVI, 1930
   “Lieutenant Governor Simcoe in Canada”, Vol XXVI, 1930

   “King’s Royal Regiment of New York”, Vol XXVII, 1931

k) “A memoir of Lieutenant-Gen. Peter Hunter, Vol XXX